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Green Sport GS05 Green Sport

Eco StoneGreen Weight

The Green Sport GS05 is Milestone’s latest high-end 
summer tyre for passenger cars. The tyre delivers 
optimal performance in all driving styles. The special 
rubber composition and tyre structure have created a 
safe summer tyre that you can rely on in all weather 
conditions. Delivered with an excellent price-quality ratio.

✔  The sipe-in groove design is applied to the shoulder 
blocks, distributing movement evenly and improving 
driving comfort. 

✔  The 3D design of a wide directional groove with 
chamfered edge will reduce irregular wear normally 
caused by traction and braking. This will keep the tyre 
quieter throughout its life. 

✔  The tread design on the inner side of the tread features 
drainage grooves to improve water dispersal.

The Milestone Green Sport is the ideal tyre for passenger 
cars in the middle segment. Thanks to the unique tyre 
construction and rubber composition, the tyre feels 
solid yet comfortable. Thanks to the profile design with 
centrally positioned tread pattern, continuous longitudinal 
grooves and diagonally positioned wide grooves, the 
tyre has optimum grip, sporty driving properties and a 
comfortable feel. The Milestone Green Sport combines 
comfort and reliable driving characteristics. 

✔  Robust tyre construction; optimum overall 
performance.

✔  Sporty tread design; optimum grip, reduced risk of 
aquaplaning.

✔  Continuous shoulder blocks; stable driving and braking.

The Milestone Eco Stone has an increased load-bearing 
capacity thanks to its robust tyre construction and 
improved rubber composition, and is therefore well able 
to withstand heavy loads in all conditions. The chequered 
tread design reduces the risk of aquaplaning, and the 
large shoulder tread blocks that extend to the side of the 
tyre make the Milestone Eco Stone very stable and keep 
the trailer well ‘on track’, even during unexpected swerve 
manoeuvres or heavy braking.

✔ Robust tyre structure; increased load capacity.

✔ Blocked tread design; reduced risk of aquaplaning.

✔ Wide, continuous shoulder blocks; increased stability.

The Milestone Green Weight was developed for transport 
and delivery vehicles. The heavier tyre structure, robust 
tread blocks and well thought-out tread design ensure 
optimum performance, even at maximum load. Water and 
dirt are discharged very effectively, resulting in maximum 
grip. The tyre’s extra reinforced shoulders guarantee 
stable handling, even under heavy braking or unexpected 
evasive manoeuvres. 

✔  Reinforced tyre structure; optimal performance with 
heavy loads.

✔  Well thought-out tread design; effective drainage of 
water, reduced risk of aquaplaning.

✔  Extra reinforced shoulders; stable driving and braking.

Available in: 14” to 20” Available in: 10” to 20”

Available in: 10” to 14”Available in: 15” & 16”
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Green 4Seasons

The Milestone Green 4Seasons is an all-season tyre of 
the latest generation. The tyre construction is modern 
and sturdy, but still feels very comfortable. The rubber 
composition in combination with the special all-season 
profile ensures excellent grip in all weather conditions. 
Water, snow and dirt are effectively disposed of, so that 
optimum grip is retained. Even on a dry road surface, 
the braking and driving characteristics are more than 
excellent. The Milestone Green 4Seasons has the 3PMSF 
certification and thus meets the European winter tyre 
regulations.

✔  Special rubber composition; excellent grip in all 
weather conditions.

✔  Unique all-season profile; effective water and snow 
evacuation.

✔  Wide, continuous shoulder blocks; increased stability, 
improved handling.

Available in: 13” to 18”
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